Let [An, B n] 
Introduction
For a real-valued, differentiable, unimodal function, f(x), defined on an interval, say [0, 1], the method of binary search locates the value x * maximizing f by successively reducing the interval in which x * is known to lie; at the nth stage of the search if x * is known to be in the subinterval [an, b n] , and if c; is the midpoint of [an, b n] , the interval at the (n + l)th stage is taken to be [an, cn] It is observed in [5] that for functions j'for which the set X* is evenly spread over [0, 1] , this randomized algorithm has a tendency to oversample those points in X* which lie towards the edges of the interval To analyse how the algorithm might sample points from X*, we establish a limit result for the following scheme. 
Proposition. The point Z has the Beta
Proof. Let g(t) = E exp (tZ) be the moment generating function of Z. By considering which of the three intervals is chosen at the first stage we obtain the following integral equation for g(t):
By making the change of variable u = t(y -x), v = t (1 -x) in the double integral it may be seen that
Differentiating twice with respect to t, it follows that
But, since k~1, from ( [3] , p. 1059) the solution of (2.1) satisfying g(t)~1 as t~0 is 
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Letters to the editor
The proposition now suggests that the version of the randomized search algorithm with k = 2 will tend to sample the local maxima of fin X* uniformly; for with k = 2 and p = q =~, (r = 0), the limiting distribution in the proposition will be Beta (1, 1) which is the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Likewise, for k > 2 the algorithm will tend to overs ample points towards the centre of the interval. Notice that, as described above, the case k = 1, p = q =g ives as the limit the Beta (~,~) distribution which is the arcsine distribution. It might also be pointed out that the proposition gives an example of an explicit limiting distribution for products of i. ( 1 -At At),
1-u; u;
It is known that (cf. 
